
Lecture 4. The Singular ValueDecomposition
The singular value decomposition (SVD) is a matrix factorization whose com-putation is a step in many algorithms. Equally important is the use of theSVD for conceptual purposes. Many problems of linear algebra can be betterunderstood if we �rst ask the question, what if we take the SVD?A Geometric ObservationThe SVD is motivated by the following geometric fact:The image of the unit sphere under any m� n matrix is a hyperellipse.The SVD is applicable to both real and complex matrices. However, in de-scribing the geometric interpretation, we assume as usual that the matrix isreal.The term \hyperellipse" may be unfamiliar, but this is just the m-dimen-sional generalization of an ellipse. We may de�ne a hyperellipse in IRm asthe surface obtained by stretching the unit sphere in IRm by some factors�1; : : : ; �m, possibly zero, in some orthogonal directions u1; : : : ; um 2 IRm.For convenience, let us take the ui to be unit vectors. The vectors f�iuigare the principal semiaxes of the hyperellipse, with lengths �1; : : : ; �m. If Ahas rank r, exactly r of the lengths �i will turn out to be nonzero, and inparticular, if m � n, at most n of them will be nonzero.25



26 Part I FundamentalsThe italicized statement above has the following meaning. By the unitsphere, we mean the usual Euclidean sphere in n-space, i.e., the unit spherein the 2-norm; let us denote it by S. Then AS, the image of S under themapping A, is a hyperellipse as just de�ned.This geometric fact is not obvious. We shall restate it in the language oflinear algebra and prove it later. For the moment, assume it is true.v1 v2S A�! �2u2�1u1 ASFigure 4.1. SVD of a 2� 2 matrix.Let S be the unit sphere in IRn, and take any A 2 IRm�n with m � n. Forsimplicity, suppose for the moment that A has full rank n. The image AS is ahyperellipse in IRm. We now de�ne some properties of A in terms of the shapeof AS. The key ideas are indicated in Figure 4.1.First, we de�ne the n singular values of A. These are the lengths of the nprincipal semiaxes of AS, written �1; �2; : : : ; �n. It is conventional to assumethat the singular values are numbered in descending order, �1 � �2 � � � � ��n > 0.Next, we de�ne the n left singular vectors of A. These are the unit vectorsfu1; u2; : : : ; ung oriented in the directions of the principal semiaxes of AS,numbered to correspond with the singular values. Thus the vector �iui is theith largest principal semiaxis of AS.Finally, we de�ne the n right singular vectors of A. These are the unitvectors fv1; v2; : : : ; vng 2 S that are the preimages of the principal semiaxesof AS, numbered so that Avj = �juj .The terms \left" and \right" in the de�nitions above are decidedly awk-ward. They come from the positions of the factors U and V in (4.2) and(4.3), below. What is awkward is that in a sketch like Figure 4.1, the leftsingular vectors correspond to the space on the right and the right singularvectors correspond to the space on the left! One could resolve this problemby interchanging the two halves of the �gure, with the map A pointing fromright to left, but that would go against deeply-ingrained habits.



Lecture 4 The Singular Value Decomposition 27Reduced SVDWe have just mentioned that the equations relating right singular vectors fvjgand left singular vectors fujg can be writtenAvj = �juj; 1 � j � n. (4:1)This collection of vector equations can be expressed as a matrix equation,26666666664 A 3777777777526666664 v1 v2 � � � vn 37777775 = 26666666664 u1 u2 � � � un 37777777775266664 �1 �2 . . . �n 377775,or, more compactly, AV = Û�̂. In this matrix equation, �̂ is an n�n diagonalmatrix with positive real entries (since A was assumed to have full rank n), Ûis an m�n matrix with orthonormal columns, and V is an n�n matrix withorthonormal columns. Thus V is unitary, and we can multiply on the rightby its inverse V � to obtain A = Û�̂V �. (4:2)This factorization of A is called a reduced singular value decomposition, orreduced SVD , of A. Schematically, it looks like this:Reduced SVD (m � n)=A Û �̂ V �Full SVDIn most applications, the SVD is used in exactly the form just described.However, this is not the standard way in which the idea of an SVD is usu-ally formulated. We have introduced the awkward term \reduced" and theunsightly hats on U and � in order to distinguish the factorization (4.2) fromthe more standard \full" SVD. This \reduced" vs. \full" terminology andhatted notation will be maintained throughout the book, and we shall makea similar distinction between reduced and full QR factorizations.The idea is as follows. The columns of Û are n orthonormal vectors inthe m-dimensional space Cm. Unless m = n, they do not form a basis of



28 Part I FundamentalsCm, nor is Û a unitary matrix. However, by adjoining an additional m � northonormal columns, Û can be extended to a unitary matrix. Let us do thisin an arbitrary fashion, and call the result U .If Û is replaced by U in (4.2), then �̂ will have to change too. For theproduct to remain unaltered, the lastm�n columns of U should be multipliedby zero. Accordingly, let � be the m� n matrix consisting of �̂ in the uppern � n block together with m � n rows of zeros below. We now have a newfactorization, the full SVD of A:A = U�V �: (4:3)Here U is m �m and unitary, V is n � n and unitary, and � is m � n anddiagonal with positive real entries. Schematically:Full SVD (m � n)=A U � V �The dashed lines indicate the \silent" columns of U and rows of � that arediscarded in passing from (4.3) to (4.2).Having described the full SVD, we can now discard the simplifying as-sumption that A has full rank. If A is rank-de�cient, the factorization (4.3)is still appropriate. All that changes is that now not n but only r of the leftsingular vectors of A are determined by the geometry of the hyperellipse. Toconstruct the unitary matrix U , we introduce m � r instead of just m � nadditional arbitrary orthonormal columns. The matrix V will also need n� rarbitrary orthonormal columns to extend the r columns determined by thegeometry. The matrix � will now have r positive diagonal entries, with theremaining n� r equal to zero.By the same token, the reduced SVD (4.2) also makes sense for matricesA of less than full rank. One can take Û to be m � n, with �̂ of dimensionsn�n with some zeros on the diagonal, or further compress the representationso that Û is m� r and �̂ is r � r and strictly positive on the diagonal.Formal De�nitionLet m and n be arbitrary; we do not require m � n. Given A 2 Cm�n,not necessarily of full rank, a singular value decomposition (SVD) of A is afactorization A = U�V � (4:4)



Lecture 4 The Singular Value Decomposition 29where U 2 Cm�m is unitary,V 2 Cn�n is unitary,� 2 IRm�n is diagonal.In addition, � is assumed to have its diagonal entries �j nonnegative and innonincreasing order; that is, �1 � �2 � � � � � �p � 0, where p = min(m;n).Note that the diagonal matrix � has the same shape as A even when A isnot square, but U and V are always square unitary matrices.It is clear that the image of the unit sphere in IRn under a map A = U�V �must be a hyperellipse in IRm. The unitary map V � preserves the sphere, thediagonal matrix � stretches the sphere into a hyperellipse aligned with thecanonical basis, and the �nal unitary map U rotates or reects the hyperellipsewithout changing its shape. Thus, if we can prove that every matrix has anSVD, we shall have proved that the image of the unit sphere under any linearmap is a hyperellipse, as claimed at the outset of this lecture.Existence and UniquenessTheorem 4.1. Every matrix A 2 Cm�n has a singular value decomposition(4.4). Furthermore, the singular values f�jg are uniquely determined, and, ifA is square and the �j are distinct, the left and right singular vectors fujg andfvjg are uniquely determined up to complex signs (i.e., complex scalar factorsof absolute value 1).Proof. To prove existence of the SVD, we isolate the direction of the largestaction of A, and then proceed by induction on the dimension of A.Set �1 = kAk2. By a compactness argument, there must be a vectorv1 2 Cn with kv1k2 = 1 and ku1k2 = �1, where u1 = Av1. Consider anyextensions of v1 to an orthonormal basis fvjg of Cn and of u1 to an orthonormalbasis fujg of Cm, and let U1 and V1 denote the unitary matrices with columnsuj and vj , respectively. Then we haveU�1AV1 = S = " �1 w�0 B # ; (4:5)where 0 is a column vector of dimensionm�1, w� is a row vector of dimensionn� 1, and B has dimensions (m� 1)� (n� 1). Furthermore," �1 w�0 B # " �1w #2 � �21 + w�w = (�21 + w�w)1=2 " �1w #2 ;implying kSk2 � (�21 + w�w)1=2. Since U1 and V1 are unitary, we know thatkSk2 = kAk2 = �1, so this implies w = 0.



30 Part I FundamentalsIf n = 1 or m = 1, we are done. Otherwise, the submatrix B describes theaction of A on the subspace orthogonal to v1. By the induction hypothesis, Bhas an SVD B = U2�2V �2 . Now it is easily veri�ed thatA = U1 " 1 00 U2 # " �1 00 �2 # " 1 00 V2 #� V �1is an SVD of A, completing the proof of existence.For the uniqueness claim, the geometric justi�cation is straightforward: ifthe semiaxis lengths of a hyperellipse are distinct, then the semiaxes them-selves are determined by the geometry, up to signs. Algebraically, we can argueas follows. First we note that �1 is uniquely determined by the condition thatit is equal to kAk2, as follows from (4.4). Now suppose that in addition to v1,there is another linearly independent vector w with kwk2 = 1 and kAwk2 = �1.De�ne a unit vector v2, orthogonal to v1, as a linear combination of v1 and w,v2 = w � (v�1w)v1kw � (v�1w)v1k2 :Since kAk2 = �1, kAv2k2 � �1; but this must be an equality, for otherwise,since w = v1c + v2s for some constants c and s with jcj2 + jsj2 = 1, wewould have kAwk2 < �1. This vector v2 is a second right singular vector ofA corresponding to the singular value �1; it will lead to the appearance ofa vector y (equal to the last n � 1 components of V �1 v2) with kyk2 = 1 andkByk2 = �1. We conclude that, if the singular vector v1 is not unique, thenthe corresponding singular value �1 is not simple. To complete the uniquenessproof we note that as indicated above, once �1 and v1 and u1 are determined,the remainder of the SVD is determined by the action of A on the spaceorthogonal to v1. Since v1 is unique up to sign, this orthogonal space isuniquely de�ned, and the uniqueness of the remaining singular values andvectors now follows by induction. 2Exercises1. Determine SVDs of the following matrices (by hand calculation):(a) " 3 00 �2 # ; (b) " 2 00 3 # ; (c) 264 0 20 00 0 375 ; (d) " 1 10 0 # ; (e) " 1 11 1 # :2. Suppose A is an m�n matrix and B is the n�m matrix obtained by rotatingA ninety degrees clockwise on paper (not exactly a standard mathematical



Lecture 4 The Singular Value Decomposition 31transformation!). Do A and B have the same singular values? Prove it or givea counterexample.3. Write a Matlab program (see Lecture 9) which, given a real 2� 2 matrix A,plots the right singular vectors v1 and v2 in the unit circle and also the leftsingular vectors u1 and u2 in the appropriate ellipse, as in Figure 4.1. Applyyour program to the matrix (3.7) and also to the 2� 2 matrices in Exercise 1.4. Two matrices A;B 2 Cm�m are unitarily equivalent if A = QBQ� for someunitary Q 2 Cm�m. Is it true or false that A and B are unitarily equivalentif and only if they have the same singular values?5. Theorem 4.1 asserts that every A 2 Cm�n has an SVD A = U�V �. Showthat if A is real, then it has a real SVD (U 2 IRm�m, V 2 IRn�n).


